MAXX-ERGO-LIFTER
The MAXX-ERGO-LIFTER is a highly maneuverable light capacity lifter
designed for multiple material handling applications. It is equipped with a
standard platform and has a load capacity of 330 lbs. Ideal for assembly
operations, ergonomic applications and other material handling needs. The
MAXX-ERGO-LIFTER features a lift/lower button on a flexible control cord
that allows the operator to be in the most comfortable position while lifting or
lowering loads. The electric lift is battery operated and features an on board
charger that runs on 110 volt input. Also available are five optional
attachments that customize the unit for specific applications including roll
and coil handling attachments and a tote lifter attachment that are bolted on
permitting the unit to be changed back to the standard platform when required.
Model
Capacity
Maximum platform height
Lowered height
Straddle ID
Straddle OD
Platform size
Overall size
Steer wheels
Load wheels
Battery
Charger

Attachment A-1 is used for rolls
or coils that require lifting from
underneath. Ideal for placing rolls
on and off a shaft.
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MXE-150
330 lbs at 9" load center
59"
5"
18.75"
23.25"
18.5" x 23.5"
35" x 23.5" x 70"
5" swivel with brake
3" swivel
24 volt maintenance free
auto on board

Attachment A-2 is a single ram suited
for lifting coils or rolls through the core.
The ram length is 24" long and 2" in
diameter.

Attachment A-3 is a dual ram
arrangement. The ram length is
17.75" long and 2" in diameter. The
distance between the rams is 6". It
can be used to cradle rolls or can
handle two small rolls at one time
through the core.

Attachment A-4 is a roll handled
designed to handle rolls in the
vertical and horizontal position
(poker chip position). The unit
features an expandable ram that
holds the roll by expanding in the
core and turning the wheel
pictured. The ram is 11" long and
is 2.9" in diameter.
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Pictured above is the A-4 Roll Handling Attachment. The lever-operated rotation allows rolls to be
handled in both the horizontal or vertical position.

Attachment A-5 is the Tote Lifter. Ideal for order picking, placing totes on or off conveyors or packing stations.
It can handle a tote with a maximum bottom size of 18" W x 24" L. The maximum top width is 21". The capacity
with this attachment is 125lbs. Note the tote must have a lip strong enough to support the load. Contact our factory
for more information.
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